
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1. Introduction 

Over the past several years, energy concerns in datacentres have driven an interest in 
queueing systems where individual servers can be turned on to improve performance and 
turned off to save on costs. This interest has led to different authors studying the same, or 
similar, queueing models. However, due to the complexity of the problem, i.e. the choice of 
cost function, policy implemented, model details, etc., different conclusions can be drawn 
from similar underlying problems. One consequence of the variety in the problems studied 
and the corresponding variety of insights is that it is difficult to confidently draw 
conclusions which are overarching across the problem domain. To address this issue this 
work presents a result under an asymptotic regime which states that when the system 
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parameters are appropriately scaled up, a general class of policies is optimal under a 
reasonable family of cost functions. 

To the best of our knowledge, Chen et al. [2] and Sledger et al. [24] were the first to 
apply queueing models in the context of energy-aware datacentres. This work introduced a 
popular queueing model which extends the traditional / /M M C queue where each of the
C servers can be switched on after a setup delay (to improve performance) and instantly 
switched off (to increase efficiency). The question remained however, when should servers 
be turned on and when should they be turned off. This question was and currently remains 
a topic of interest. Gandhi et al. [3-6] produced a body of work examining this model under 
the staggered setup policy, where the number of jobs in the system is equal to the number 
of servers on and in setup when possible, and servers turn off when idle. Furthermore, they 
also studied the delayed off policy, which extends the staggered setup policy by allowing an 
idle server to wait an exponentially distributed period of time before it turns off. Mitrani 
[18] studied this model where a reserved set of servers were brought into setup when the 
number of jobs in the system exceeds a threshold and then turns those servers off once the 
number of jobs drops below another threshold. This policy was further studied in Hu and 
Phung-Duc [8]. Xu and Tian [26] examined the model where e servers will turn off when
d servers idle. 

From here more sophisticated policies began to emerge. Specifically, the use of a 
threshold decision variable regarding the number of jobs in the system has often been 
employed. In [16] and [13], we derived several structural properties pertaining to the optimal 
policy to allow for more confidence in existing policies, as well as to create guidelines when 
determining a new policy to study. Kuehn and Mashly [12] looked at the system which turns 
on servers if some threshold k is met and turns them off when idle, under the constraint of 
a finite buffer. In [16] and [14], we studied two policies both of which allow for a static 
provisioning of servers (servers which are always on) and the remaining servers turn off the 
moment they idle. The first of the policies examined was the bulk setup policy, which begins 
the setup process of all available servers simultaneously, cancelling the remaining setups 
once one server has turned on. The second, staggered threshold, is in the same vein as [12]. 
Informally, a dedicated number of servers always remain on, and of the remaining servers, 
the i th server will begin its setup process once ik jobs have accumulated in the queue, 
where k is a specified threshold. Phung-Duc [22] has also considered this model where he 
analysed the policies studied by Gandhi et al., and Phung-Duc and Kawanishi [20] examined 
the s  staggered setup policy which turns on s servers for each job waiting in the queue. 
More recently Phung-Duc and Kawanishi [21] analysed this system with abandonments and 
derived the waiting time distribution. Moreover, Ren et al. [23] also studied the staggered 
threshold policy under a slight modification, in the context of virtual machines. This model 
also has applications to or is studied in problems which arise in other fields such as 
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manufacturing, logistics, and vacation models [1, 17, 25]. 
As mentioned previously and as one may infer from the literature review, an existing 

problem is that analysing a specific policy, or family of policies, is far from trivial. As such, 
the examination and analysis of a single policy could span an entire work. Moreover, when 
evaluating one of these policies it may do well for a specific cost function but poorly under 
another. Therefore, saying one policy is strictly better than another can be a difficult claim 
to justify. With the goal in mind for one to be able to make broad claims across a large set 
of policies and cost functions, this work makes the following contributions:   

1. It is shown that as the number of servers and arrival rate are appropriately scaled to 
infinity such that the load on the system remains fixed at some value less than one, 
then there exists a set of policies such that any policy belonging to this set will 
simultaneously minimize both the expected response time and expected energy costs, 
and therefore will be optimal under all cost functions which are non-decreasing in 
those metrics. This family has an unbounded number of members.  

2. This set of policies is formally described and observed to include many of the 
policies currently examined in the literature and discussed previously in this section.  

3. A formal proof is provided that the previous two points hold in great generality, i.e. 
when the interarrival, service, and setup times of the model are generally distributed.  

4. Numerical experiments are conducted to determine how quickly the asymptotic 
behaviours of these systems are reached, and it is shown that particular choices of 
policy parameters may be used to induce faster convergence to the minimum values.  

This work in an extension of [15], where we were able to show the same formal results 
for the exponential case only. A similar asymptotic approach has been employed by 
Mukherjee et al. [19]. They consider a model that consists of C queues in parallel, where a 
routing decision must be made upon a job’s arrival to the system and all underlying 
distributions are exponential. They identify a combined routing and server control policy 
that is optimal in the fixed-load, many-server regime. We consider a system with a central 
queue, so that the server control decisions can be coordinated. The combination of the work 
presented here and the work in [19] provides a complete picture of the control problem (at 
least asymptotically) for both central and parallel queue architectures. 

2. Model 
The model under study is a / /G G C queue where each server can be switched on and 

off, and where turn-offs are instantaneous, but turn-ons take a generally distributed setup 
time. This is described formally as follows. Jobs arrive to a central queue, where interarrival 
times are independent and identically distributed with finite mean 1/ and finite, nonzero 
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variance. These jobs are processed on a first come first served basis and have processing 
times (job sizes) which are independent and identically distributed with finite mean 1/
and finite, nonzero variance. Furthermore, there are C homogeneous servers present, each 
of which can be in one of four energy states: off, setup, idle, or busy. For ease of exposition 
this work often refers to a server being busy, idle, off, or in setup as shorthand for a server 
being in the corresponding energy state. Furthermore, it is often convenient to refer to a 
server as simply being on. For the remainder of this work when we say a server is on, we 
are saying it is in the energy state idle or busy. Regarding definitions and transitions, a server 
is idle if and only if it is on and not processing a job. Moreover, a server can only begin 
serving a job if it is currently idle, in which case the server becomes busy. At any time, a 
server can be switched off. Regarding the process of turning a server on, an off server can 
transition to setup. Once in setup, the server will remain there for a time generally distributed 
with finite mean 1/ and finite, nonzero variance. When the setup is complete the server 
will become idle, at this moment it may instantly transition to busy if there is a job waiting 
to be served. The setup times are assumed to be independent and identically distributed. A 
system which meets the criteria of the above model is said to be a general energy-aware 
system. 

This work refers to a general energy-aware system as a four-tuple ( , , , )C    , where
C is the number of servers, and  ,  , and  are the arrival, processing, and setup rates, 
respectively. The system load  is defined as = / ( ).C    Moreover, the well known

/ /G G C queue is referred to by a three-tuple ( , , )C   , with the traditional interpretation of 
those parameters. As such, one may view a general energy-aware system as an extension of 
a / /G G C queue. To fully understand how a specific general energy-aware system behaves, 
one must also know when, or how it is determined when, each server is turned on and off. 
Such a description of the server behaviour is referred to as a policy. In this work a specific 
policy is denoted by .  Some examples of a policy  are: the number of servers that are 
on or in setup equals the number of jobs in the system, turn on all servers once there are k  
jobs in the system and turn them off when they idle, keep all servers on all the time, etc. It 
is natural to want to compare such policies against each other. That is, to determine whether 
one policy is better than another. 

In order to compare different policies, one must have metrics to evaluate. This work 
examines the trade-off between efficacy and efficiency. The expected response time, 
denoted by [ ]R is employed to evaluate efficacy, while the expected energy cost to process 
a single job, or simply the expected energy cost, denoted by [ ]E , is employed to evaluate 
efficiency. The expected response time is the expected amount of time a job spends in the 
system, from arrival to departure. The expected energy cost takes a little more care to define. 
Each of the energy states (off, idle, busy, and setup) have a corresponding power 
consumption. Let these rates be denoted by Off , Idle , Busy , and Setup , respectively. 
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Furthermore, let the random variables OffC , IdleC , BusyC , and SetupC denote the number of 
servers which are off, idle, busy, or in setup, respectively. Then, letting [ ] be the 
expected power used by the system:  

 Busy Busy Setup SetupOff Off Idle Idle[ ]= [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]C C C C    (1) 

and  

 .[ ][ ]=E


 (2) 

Without loss of generality, it is assumed that Busy =1, and the remaining rates are 
appropriately normalized. Furthermore, it is also assumed that SetupIdle < , BusyIdle < , and 

Off = 0,  although the latter could be relaxed to account for lower powered states where the 
server cannot process jobs, e.g. sleep states. 

With the cost metrics defined, one can then create a cost function dependent on these 
metrics and begin to compare policies. There is no bound on the number of cost functions 
which can be defined, but common cost functions do arise in the literature, e.g. [ ] [ ]R E  
and [ ] [ ]R E . Due to the diversity of the set of possible cost functions, conclusions 
which span across many cost functions are often difficult to make. Moreover, niche 
behaviours are often easy to invoke by tweaking parameters within a cost function, such as
 in [ ] [ ]R E . For example, one could imagine a system with a small number of 
servers where the policy which keeps all servers on would be optimal when  is small, 
since this minimizes the expected response time. On the other hand, when  is large, the 
optimal policy for the same system may be one where servers are kept off for long periods 
of time while they wait for a large number of jobs to accumulate before expending the 
energy to turn on. As such, this work strives to draw conclusions applicable to large sets of 
cost functions, and in fact does so for all well-formed cost functions. 

Definition 1. Well-Formed Cost Function: A cost function ( ) is a well-formed cost 
function if it is non-decreasing in, dependent on, and only dependent on, the expected 
response time, [ ]R , and the expected energy costs, [ ]E .  

As stated previously, the point of these cost functions is to allow the comparison of 
policies applied to the same general energy-aware system. Similar to how this work strives 
to make conclusions across a large set of cost functions, it also strives to make conclusions 
across large sets of policies. To this point, two important sets of policies are defined below. 

Definition 2. Class A Policy: A policy is said to be a Class A policy if the following 
conditions are met:   

1. Server setups are invoked following a threshold scheme.  

2. A server will never turn off if it is busy, or if at the moment it completes processing 
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a job another job is waiting in the queue.  

To elaborate on the definition of a Class A policy, a threshold scheme pertaining to 
server turn-ons implies that each server i , 0 ,i C   has a corresponding threshold value 

,i jk , 0 <j i , such that while there are j servers currently on, if the number of jobs in the 
system is greater than or equal to ,i jk and server i is currently off, then server i begins its 
setup process, and if the number of jobs in the system is less than ,i jk and server i is in 
setup, then it is switched off. It is worth noting that due to the homogeneity of the servers, 
from the subscript i and j one can infer how many servers are also in setup. As an example, 
if the system is turning on its third server while one server is already on, then the second 
server must also be in setup. We would argue that the properties of Class A policies are 
intuitively appealing, and moreover, from Theorems 1 and 2 in [16] it is known that optimal 
policies are contained within the set of Class A policies. 

Before the second class of policies is given, another definition must first be introduced. 
Because this work examines the system as C it may be the case that while a policy 
gives a criterion to turn on some server ,s  the probability of this criterion being met 
approaches 0 . Therefore to reason about these cases (and others), the following framework 
is introduced. Let ( , )X s t be an indicator variable such that  

 
1, if server  is in energy state  at time t;

( , ) =
0, otherwise,

s
X s t 




 

where {off, setup, idle, busy} . Then it is said that s is an always server if and only if 
as t , ( ( , ) =1) 1P X s t  . As an example, if a server s has a criterion which turns it on 
and it is known that the server will always eventually turn off but the probability that the 
turn on criterion is met approaches 0 as t , s would be called an always off server since 
as t , off( ( , ) =1) 1.P X s t   With these notions in mind the second class of policies is 
defined as follows.  

Definition 3. Class B Policy: A policy is said to be a Class B policy if the following 
conditions are met:   

1. It is a Class A policy.  

2. There exists an <1 such that the number of always idle servers is less than   
(1 )C .  

3. Each arrival can initiate at most a finite number of setups, each departure can cancel 
at most a finite number of setups, and each setup completion can cancel at most a 
finite number of setups.  
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The second condition for Class B policies states that the number of servers which are 
always idle cannot be on the same order as the total number of servers. The third condition 
protects against known suboptimal behaviour, see Theorem 3 of [13]. That is, it is never the 
case that when a server switches off it immediately begins its setup process. It is worth 
noting that most policies studied in the literature are Class B policies, i.e. the policies of 
focus in [3-6, 12, 14, 16, 20-23, 26] are all Class B policies. There are some exceptions 
however. For example, the bulk setup policy first described in [13] is not a Class B policy 
since the number of setups which a single arrival can initiate is not finite (when the number 
of servers is infinite) and thus violates condition 3 of the definition. To elaborate further on 
condition 3 of the definition, it is there to guard against behaviours that work well under 
certain distributions but are problematic under others. Again, take the bulk setup policy 
given in [13] as an example. Here, when a job queues the system will switch all off servers 
into setup and then cancel all remaining setup processes once any server completes its setup 
process. This is a reasonable thing to do (in fact an optimal thing to do) when setup times 
are exponentially distributed, however, if setup times are degenerate (constant) such a policy 
could be far from optimal. The sets of Class A and Class B policies are denoted by A and

B respectively. Furthermore, for a specific policy , [ ]R and [ ]E denote the 
expected response time and expected energy costs under policy ,  respectively. 

3. Main Results 
This work examines the behaviour of general energy-aware systems under a fixed-load, 

many-server asymptotic regime. This asymptotic regime is nontrivial, due to the fact that 
the servers can be turned on and off. In this regime, for a general energy-aware system 

=( , , , )S C    , the metrics [ ]R and [ ]E are evaluated as C while = / ( )C   is 
held constant. Formally, we consider a sequence of energy-aware systems, indexed by n , 
where each system has a fixed ,  and as n , .C  All proofs of the results are 
given in Section 4. 

Theorem 1. All policies in A are asymptotically optimal with regards to expected 
response time. In other words, given a general energy-aware system, for any a A  , as 

, C   while  is held constant and / C  is fixed to be ,  where 0< <1,  
[ ] 1/aR  .  

While perhaps surprising at first, such a result becomes intuitive as one considers the 
details of the system behaviour. Informally, there is a significant proportion of jobs which 
are served immediately on arrival and therefore a significant proportion of jobs have a 
response time equal to their service time. And while it is true that some jobs will have to 
wait to be served, whether it be for a server to complete a job or finish a setup, the number 
of these jobs turns out to be negligible under the asymptotic regime. It is worth noting that 
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Theorem 1 would not necessarily hold for policies which turned servers off while there are 
waiting jobs that they could process. On the other hand, belonging to A is not necessary 
for minimizing the expected response time. With optimal policies now known for [ ]R , 
our focus shifts to the second cost metric, [ ]E .  

Theorem 2. All policies in B are asymptotically optimal with regards to expected energy 
cost. In other words, given a general energy-aware system, for any Bb  , as ,C   
while  is held constant and / C  is fixed to be ,  where 0< <1 , Busy[ ] /bE  .  

Corollary 1. All Class B policies are asymptotically optimal under any well-formed cost 
function.  

The optimality result for the expected energy cost is arguably more surprising than the 
result for the expected response time. One may have the intuition that some of these policies 
would regularly have an unbounded number of servers in a specific energy state, such as 
setup, which could in turn incur strictly greater cost than some other policy (see (1) and (2)). 
Reasoning directly about the number of servers in a specific energy state is problematic here, 
as even for optimal policies one cannot bound the number of servers in energy states that 
lead to excess energy usage. Instead, we argue about relative proportions of servers in each 
energy state. In particular, under the asymptotic regime, servers which find themselves in 
setup or idle are negligible when compared to those which spend all of their time busy. In 
fact, as will be seen in Sections 3.1 and 4, reasoning about the energy cost as an even share 
of the server pool’s power demands, as was seen in (1), results in complexities which are 
washed away when the energy costs are viewed from more convenient vantage points. Once 
these observations are made, these seemingly complex systems become simple to reason 
about. 

The most significant implication of Theorems 1 and 2 is that under the asymptotic 
regime the apparent trade-off between [ ]R and [ ]E is in fact not a trade-off at all. That 
is, not only are both cost metrics minimized across a large set of policies, but over all well-
formed cost functions. This is a powerful result, since if a system is close to this asymptotic 
regime, then a manager can confidently employ a Class B policy knowing that it will be 
reasonably close to optimal. Of course this begs the question, what does it mean for a system 
to be close to the system of study? This work addresses this question by numerically 
inspecting energy-aware systems with a finite number of servers C to see how quickly the 
cost metrics approach their bounds described in Theorems 1 and 2. 
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3.1. Numerical experiments 

 
(a) = 0.1  

 
(b) =0.001  

 
(c) Expected energy cost vs C , = 0.1  

 
(d) Expected energy cost vs C , =0.001  

 

 
Figure 1. Expected response time and expected energy cost vs C for = / 2C , =1.  

All numerical experiments presented here are done for an energy-aware system 
employing a staggered threshold policy with a specific instantiation of its decision variables 
k , and *C . A brief description of this policy is as follows. Regardless of the system state,

*C of the servers always remain on, the remaining *( )C C servers will turn off the moment 
they idle, and the number of servers in setup is determined by the threshold value dependent 
on k , which equals *{ { } / }j C k i    , where *C i is the number of servers currently on 
and j is the number of jobs in the system. Informally, the greater the value of k , the more 
jobs are required to accumulate before a server will begin its setup. A more in depth 
examination and analysis of this policy can be found in [16]. It is worth noting that by 
appropriately choosing the decision variables, other studied policies can be instantiated. As 
an example, letting =1k and * = 0C results in the staggered setup policy mentioned in 
Section 1. 
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Letting the system state be ( , )i j , where i is the number of servers on (idle or busy), 
and j is the number of jobs in the system, and assuming interarrival, processing, and setup 
times are exponentially distributed allows for the underlying CTMC to be expressed as a 
quasi birth-death process. This can be analysed using any of a number of well understood 
methods. We chose to analyse the CTMCs using the RRR technique described in [3]. 
Therefore, all numerical results are exact and were evaluated using standard Matlab libraries. 
The source code for the numerical analysis can be found at [27]. In general, if one were to 
not assume underlying exponential distributions one would have to rely on simulations for 
similar experiments. The purpose of these numerical experiments is firstly to ensure that 
exact analysis agrees with our results pertaining to the system under the asymptotic regime, 
and secondly to examine how quickly the system approaches the corresponding optimal 
behaviour as the parameters are appropriately scaled up. 

Figure 3.1 (a) and (b) shows the behaviour of [ ]R as the system size increases. A 
preliminary observation is that for the curves where * =0C , the corresponding value of

[ ]R can be far from optimal even for large values of C . As an example, the curve where 
= 3k  and * = 0C in Figure 3.1-(a) is more than double that of the optimal value even for the 

largest values of C analysed. And perhaps even worse than that, the curves where * = 0C
have extremely slow convergence rates. On the other hand, one may also note that when 

* = ,C C [ ]R becomes reasonably close to its optimal value relatively quickly. This effect 
is accentuated further in Figure 3.1-(b), where the setup times are large. Here, all curves 
which share the same choice of *C are visually grouped together, and moreover, when

* = 0C the expected response time can be far from optimal even for larger values of .C  On 
the other hand, the curves which have a number of servers which are forced to be on, i.e. 

* = ,C C  become much closer to the minimum value. In other words, the convergence rate 
is sensitive to the choice of *C while relatively insensitive to the threshold value k , 
especially when setup times are large. Shifting focus to the expected energy costs, i.e. Figure 
3.1 (c) and (d), all observations made regarding [ ]R seem to carry over. That is, when *C
is forced to take on the value it practically approaches under the asymptotic regime, [ ]E
becomes closer to its optimal value. The notable exception would be that [ ]E seems to be 
more sensitive to the choice of k , and the lower the value of k , the faster it approaches 
asymptotic behavior. Due to [ ]R ’s relative insensitivity to k , this would suggest that for 
this particular policy one should err on the side of k being larger (assuming that *C is 
intelligently selected). 

The appealing choice of forcing / = C   servers to always remain on is interesting, 
since as will be seen in Section 4, the number of servers which are always busy approaches

/ = C   under the asymptotic regime. In other words, when the system parameters are 
finite, setting * =C C forces the system to behave in a manner in which it is known to 
behave under the asymptotic regime. As such, it is intuitive that when the system is 
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constrained to invoke certain asymptotic behaviour, i.e. * = ,C C  the corresponding values 
of [ ]R and [ ]E are closer to values which would be seen under the asymptotic regime. 

 
(a) Expected response time vs  , = 0.1  

               
(b) Expected response time vs  , = 0.001  

 
(c) Expected energy cost vs  , = 0.1  

 
(d) Expected energy cost vs  , =0.001  

 

 
Figure 2. Expected response time and Expected energy cost vs  for = 500C , =1.  

Another aspect of these systems which warrants attention is how sensitive the 
convergence rate is to the load. This is seen in Figure 3.1. Examining the load’s effect on 
the expected response time, one can observe that when the setup times are relatively short, 
the convergence rate is relatively insensitive to choice of load. Furthermore, the most 
sensitive parts of the curves are when the load is light or heavy, especially in Figure 3.1 (b) 
where the setup times are longer. This makes some intuitive sense, since when the loads are 
light or heavy the system is more likely to exhibit behaviour that is not described by the 
asymptotic regime. When the load is light, the system has a significant chance to be empty, 
and in turn has a significant chance to have the minimum number of servers on. When jobs 
arrive it begins to overcompensate with more setups than are needed and the servers begin 
to thrash. On the other hand, when the system load is high there is a significant chance that 
there will be more than C jobs in the system. So even if all servers were on, jobs would still 
have to wait. Having a non-negligible number of servers regularly thrashing or having more 
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jobs in the system than servers are two characteristics which are not captured by a system 
under the asymptotic regime. Therefore it is intuitive that a system under light or heavy 
loads would be slower to exhibit asymptotic behaviour than that of a system with a medium 
load. 

With this sensitivity in mind, one can still clearly note that the previous observation 
regarding having C servers always on induces the asymptotic behaviour to occur sooner. 
The only curve not to agree with this notion is the case where = 2k and * = 0C in Figure 3.1 
(c). In this case the system is approaching the minimum value of [ ]E slightly quicker than 
the curves where * = .C C  This is a product of the servers thrashing, causing most jobs to 
see the system when many other jobs are present and therefore little energy is wasted. This 
is only achieved with a significantly larger [ ]R and therefore this configuration would not 
be suggested. 

4. Proofs 
Here the proofs of Theorems 1 and 2 are presented in detail. Before this can be done 

some preliminary systems used throughout the proofs must first be defined. Consider the 
following three sequences of systems with 0< <1 :   

1. Let 1S be a sequence of n general energy-aware systems, where the i th general 
energy-aware system is given by 1, 1, 1, 1, 1,= ( , , , )i i i i iS C    , which employs some policy

i A  where 1, 1,1, 1, / = ),( . . 0 < : =1, = , and i ii i Ci s t i n C i    and as n , 1,n  . 

2. Let 2S be a sequence of n / /G G C queues, where the thi / /G G C queue is 
denoted by 2, 2, 2, 2,= ( , , )i i i iS C   where 2, 2, 2, 2,( . . 0 < : =1, = , and / = )i i i ii s t i n C i C    , 
and as ,n  2,n  . 

3. Let 3S be a sequence of n / /G G C queues, where the thi / /G G C queue is 
denoted by 3, 3, 3, 3,= ( , , )i i i iS C   where 0.5

3, 3, 3, 3,( . . 0< : =1, and = ( ) ),i i i ii s t i n C       
where 0 < < 0.5 , and as ,n  3,n  . 

In order to compare and reason about these systems, let it also hold that: 
1, 2, 3,( . . 0 < : = = = ).ii i ii s t i n      Note that imposing such a constraint implies that 
1, 2,:( . . 0 < = = )ii ii s t i n C C C  . In other words, the arrival rates of the systems across all three 

sequences are equal, and the total number of servers in the systems of sequences 1 and 2 are 
also equal. 

Let 1,iB , 2, ,iB  and 3,iB denote the number of always busy servers in the i th system 
of sequence 1S , 2S , and 3S respectively. This work now provides a Lemma which is key 
to understanding the behaviours of these energy-aware systems under the asymptotic regime. 

Lemma 1. Given a sequence of general energy-aware systems where each system employs 
a policy ,A nC , ,n  and n denote the number of servers, arrival rate, and 
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processing rate of the n th system respectively, and as ,n ,n nC   while / ( )n n nC 
is fixed to some  where 0< <1,  and for all n , = ,n   it holds that for the number of 
always busy servers in the n th system (denoted by nB ),  

1=lim n
n n

B
 

. 

Proof. Without loss of generality one can set =1.  Therefore, to show Lemma 1, it is 
equivalent to prove  

1, =1lim n

n n

B


. 

This is done via a sample path argument regarding the sequences 1S and 2S . Consider the 
systems 1,nS and 2,nS as .n  At any point in time the number of servers currently 
available in 1,nS is less than or equal to the number of servers available in 2,nS . This follows 
from the fact that 1,nS may have some of its nC servers off or in setup, while 2,nS has nC
servers on at all times. Therefore, taking the same arrival stream and job sizes for both 
systems, the number of jobs in 2,nS is less than or equal to the number of jobs in 1,nS . 
Therefore, if s is busy in 2,nS , then s has enough workload to also be busy in 1,nS , but may 
not be busy due to it being switched off or in setup. Therefore, if s is an always busy server 
in 2,nS , then s has enough workload to be always busy in 1, .nS  However, as 1,nS is 
employing a policy from ,A  specifically, from the second condition in the definition of 
Class A policies it is known a server will never turn off if there is work to do and from the 
first condition a server will eventually turn on as a consequence of the threshold scheme. 
Then it follows that almost surely the servers which can be always busy, will be always 
busy. That is to say, if s is an always busy server in 2,nS , then s is an always busy server 
in 1, .nS  Therefore,  

 1, 2,lim limn nnn
B B


 . (3) 

Furthermore, it is known that  

2, =1lim n

n n

B


. 

This is shown via the following argument. Let 2, ( )nN t denote the number of jobs in 2,nS at 
time t and let a corresponding diffusion be denoted by 2,

ˆ ( ),nN t  where  

 2,
2,

( )ˆ ( ) = n n
n

N t
N t

n
 . (4) 

Note, as n , for all t , 2, 2,[ ( )] / =n nn nN t    , see Section 5 of [10]. Then, (4) is of 
the form of the diffusion given in Section 1 of [11] where (using their notation) 2,( ) = ( )n nY t N t
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and = .h   Then, from Theorem 4.3 of [11], it is known that 2,
ˆ ( )nN t weakly converges to a 

Gaussian process. Note, all conditions which need hold in order to apply Theorem 4.3 are 
shown to be satisfied in Section 5.2 of [11]. One detail which should be addressed is that in 
[11] the author is dealing with a / /G G  queue where the arrival rate is being scaled up to 
infinity with n , while we are dealing with the slightly different system where the arrival 
rate and number of servers are being scaled together with n . This is of little consequence 
however, since due to the order of which the deviation from the mean is on, i.e. 2,

ˆ ( )nN t
being on the order of n , both systems (our scaling and the / /G G  queue) have 
equivalent behaviour as .n  This claim is made more formally in Section 5 of [10]. As 
an aside, if service and interarrival times were exponentially distributed then (4) is 
equivalent to the diffusion given in [9]. Returning to (4), after some elementary algebra,  

 2, 2,
2, 2,

ˆ( ) ( )ˆ( ) = ( ) = 1n n
nn n

n n

N t N t
N t nN t 

 
   . 

Since ,n 2,
ˆ ( )nN t weakly converges to a Gaussian process, it follows 

2, .ˆ ( ) / = 0limn nnN t   This immediately implies  

2, ( )
=1lim n

n n

N t


. 

Moreover, one can say that as n if at all time points t there are almost surely at least
x jobs in the system, then as n at all time points t there are almost surely at least x
always busy servers. Therefore,  

2, 2,( )
=1 1lim limn n

n nn n

N t B
  

  . 

After realizing this property of 2S , one can begin examining the implication on the 
behaviour of 1S . Specifically from (3) it is known,  

2, 1,1 1lim limn n

n nn n

B B
  

   . 

Hence, all that remains to show Lemma 1 is to prove  

1, 1lim n

n n

B


 . 

This follows immediately after the observation that  

1, >1lim n
n n

B


 

can hold only if the arrival rate of the system is greater than n , which is a direct 
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contradiction to the system definition. Therefore,  

1, =1lim n
n n

B


.                                   ■ 

4.1. Proof of Theorem 1 

For simplicity of navigation, Theorem 1 is restated. 

Theorem 1. All policies in A are asymptotically optimal with regards to expected 
response time. In other words, given a general energy-aware system, for any a A  , as 

,C   while  is held constant, and / C  is fixed to be  where 0< <1 , 
[ ] 1/aR  .  

A high-level description of the proof is as follows. It is determined that if a job J is 
served by an always busy server in the system 3,nS as n , then the expected response 
time of job J approaches its expected service time. With this in mind, the system 1,nS is 
compared to 3,nS as n . It is shown that the expected response time of these systems is 
dominated by jobs that are served by always busy servers. Moreover, the limits of the 
expected response time of these two systems are equal. Therefore, the expected response 
time of 1,nS approaches the expected service time as .n  

Proof. As with the proof of Lemma 1, without loss of generality one can set =1 . Therefore, 
to prove the theorem it is enough to show that 1,[ ]=1limn nR , where ,[ ]i jR denotes the 
expected response time corresponding to the system at the j th index of the i th sequence 
of systems. The equality of this limit is shown via a sample path argument regarding 1S and 

3S . Before this argument is made some properties of 3S  must be shown. 
Consider the system 2,nS , but imagine we are only concerned with the first 0.5

n n  

servers (out of the potential 2,nC ), where 0 < < 0.5 . One can think of this virtual server set 
as equivalent to the servers in 3,nS , i.e. 0.5

3, = n nnC    . As before, let 2,
ˆ ( )nN t equal the 

diffusion given in (4). Because it is known as n  that 2,
ˆ ( )nN t weakly converges to a 

Gaussian process, as ,n 2,
ˆ ( )nN t is almost surely finite. Therefore, 

2, 2,
0.5

ˆ ˆ( ) ( )
= = 0lim limn n n

n n nn

N t N t
  

. 

where 2,
ˆ ( )n nN t can be thought of as the number of jobs deviating from the expectation, 

i.e. the number of jobs deviating from .n  Therefore, as ,n  for all ,t  
0.5

2,( ( ) > ) =0n nnP N t    , where 2, ( )nN t is the number of jobs in 2,nS at time .t  This 
implies that some subset of the 0.5

n n   servers are always idle. Hence, 3,nS can mimic 
the behaviour of 2,nS almost exactly. This implies 3, 3,( ( ) > )n nP N t C , where 3, ( )nN t  is the 
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number of jobs in 3,nS at time .t  In other words, in 3,nS jobs almost never queue. 
Therefore,  

                 3,
3,

1[ ]= =1lim limnn n n
R

 
. (5) 

One can observe this as a version of the square root staffing rule, see Theorem 15.2 of [7]. 
Moreover, identical to the reasoning presented in Lemma 1, one can conclude  

                 3, =1lim n

n n

B


. (6) 

From here the server pool of 3,nS is split into two distinct conceptual sets. The first set 
consists of the always busy servers and the second set consists of all remaining servers, i.e. 
the servers which spend some of their time idle. Let these two sets of servers be denoted by

3,nA and 3,nI , respectively. Then the expected response time can be expressed as a sum of 
terms,  

         3, 3, 3,3,3,
[ ]= [ ] [ ]A I

In A n nnn
R P R P R , (7) 

where
3,A n

P and
3,I n

P denote the probability of a job being served from set 3,nA or 3,nI , 
respectively, and 3,[ ]A

nE R  and 3,[ ]I
nR denote the expected response times given that a job 

is served by a server from set 3,nA or 3,nI , respectively. Due to the homogeneity of the 
servers, it is assumed that if there are c servers currently on and i c jobs in the system, 
then servers 1 through i will be the servers that are busy. From this it can be noted that 
always busy servers, i.e. servers from set 3,nA , have serving priority over the others when 
jobs arrive. That is, it is known that the probability of a particular job being served by an 
always busy server is greater than or equal to choosing it randomly and uniformly from the 
entire pool. In other words,  

3, 3,
0.53,

3,

| | | |
=n n

A n
n n n

A A
P

C   


. 

Furthermore, from the definition of 3, ,nA  it is known that 3, 3,| |=n nA B which implies,  

3, 3,
0.53,

= =1lim lim limn n
A nn n n nn n

B B
P

    



. 

Noting
3, 3,

=1I An n
P P alongside (5) and (7) it becomes clear that,  

3, 3, .[ ]= [ ]=1limlim A
n nn n

R R
 

 

With the limit of 3,[ ]A
nR explicitly determined, the proof proceeds with a sample path 

argument involving 1S  and 3S . As 3,nA and 3,nI denote the sets of always busy and 
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sometimes idle servers respectively for 3, ,nS  let 1,nA and 1,nI denote the corresponding 
always busy and sometimes idle sets for 1, .nS  By sometimes idle, we mean not always busy. 

It is worth noting that while calling 3,nI a set of sometimes idle servers is apt, applying 
the same notion to 1,nI is somewhat inappropriate. 1,nI is the set of servers which are not 
always busy. These servers potentially could spend zero time idling, i.e. they immediately 
switch off when they complete a job and the queue is empty. However, for the purposes of 
the proof it is only required that these servers spend some portion of time not busy. 

Continuing with the sample path argument, consider systems 1,nS and 3,nS , as ,n  
with identical arrival processes. Jobs are viewed as being marked to be served by a server 
belonging to the sets 1,nA and 3,nA , or 1,nI and 3,nI , without loss of generality. If a job 
arrives to 3,nS and is served from the set 3,nA , then the corresponding job in 1,nS will almost 
surely be served from the set 1,nA . This is the case by noting from (6) and Lemma 1 that  

         1,

3,
=1lim n

n n

B
B

. (8) 

Moreover, if a job arrives to 3,nS and is served from the set 3,nI then the corresponding job 
in 1,nS will almost surely be served from the set 1,nI . It must be shown that 1,nI has the 
capacity to almost surely serve the load which 3,nI has the capacity to serve. This follows 
immediately by noting that  

3, ,
| |

= 0lim n

n n

I


 while 1,

1,

| |
= (1 )lim n

n n

I
C




  

which implies,  
3,

1,
.

| |
= 0lim | |

n

n n

I
I

 

As was done with 3, ,nS  one can decompose the expected response time of 1,nS into two 
distinct components as follows,  

1, 1, 1,1,1,
.[ ]= [ ] [ ]A I

In A n nnn
R P R P R  

From here two important observations are made. Firstly because 1,nS is a stable system

1,[ ]I
nR is known to be finite. Secondly, because 1,nS and 3,nS have identical arrival 

processes, it can be said  

1, 3,
= =1lim limA An nn n

P P
 

 

which alongside (8) implies,  

1, 3, .[ ]= [ ]=1lim limA A
n nn n

R R
 

 

Therefore,  
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1, 1, .[ ]= [ ]=1limlim A
n nn n

R R
 

 

4.2. Proof of Theorem 2 

For simplicity of navigation, Theorem 2 is restated. 

Theorem 2. All policies in B are asymptotically optimal with regards to expected energy 
cost. In other words, given a general energy-aware system, for any Bb  , as ,C 
while  is held constant, and / C   is fixed to be  where 0< <1 , Busy[ ] /bE  .  

A high-level description of the proof is as follows. The notion of the energy cost 
contributed by a single job is examined from a different angle. That is, the energy cost of a 
single job does not take an even share of the system’s power demands, but is instead 
deliberately determined based on what consequences its arrival induces. Lemma 2 gives an 
exact value of the energy cost of a single job from this viewpoint, assuming it was served 
by an always busy server. Moreover, this is a minimum value. On the other hand, Lemma 3 
shows if a job is not served by an always busy server, the energy cost is finite. From there, 
similar to the procedure in the proof of Theorem 1, it becomes clear that the total expected 
energy cost is dominated by jobs which are served by always busy servers, and therefore is 
minimized. 

Definition 4. JE : Let JE be a random variable which denotes the energy cost contributed 
by a randomly chosen job J under the following interpretation. There are four contributing 
factors to consider when determining JE for some job .J    

1. Each job J is responsible for the energy required to process it.  

2. If a job J is the first job which server s serves after completing its setup process 
and s regularly turns on and off, i.e. Setup0< [ ( , )]<1limt X s t , then it is said that
J is responsible for contributing the entire cost of the setup process of s and any 
other servers which cancel their setups due to s completing its setup, as well as any 
idling costs of s until the next time s is switched off.  

3. If a job J is responsible for causing a server setup which is canceled due to that 
job entering service before the setup process completes, then J is also responsible 
for the energy cost incurred by that setup as well as the cost of all other setups which 
may be canceled due to s completing its setup.  

4. The idling cost of servers which never turn off is divided evenly among all jobs that 
pass through the system. Furthermore, a special case is added to this factor. If some 
of the servers are always busy servers, i.e. some of the system parameters are 
approaching infinity, then the aforementioned idling cost is evenly distributed only 
across jobs which are served by always busy servers, rather than across all jobs 
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which pass through the system.  

As mentioned in Section 2 and from the definition of ,JE  it is clear that  

         [ ]= [ ]= [ ]JE E . (9) 

Therefore, although JE and E may be different random variables (depending on one’s 
interpretation of E ), their expectations are equal. 

Lemma 2. In an energy-aware queueing system employing a Class B policy, if a job J is 
served by an always busy server, then Busy[ ]= /JE  .  

Proof. The proof of this Lemma is argued after several key observations. To prove the 
Lemma, it is equivalent to show that if J is served by an always busy server, then 

Busy1,[ ]= .lim J
n nE  Moreover, for there to be any always busy servers present in the 

system, it is required that .n  Therefore, it will be argued that  

 Busy1,[ | was served by an always busy server]=lim J
nn

E J


. 

To show the above equality, the four contributing factors to 1,[ ],J
nE  from Definition 4 are 

addressed individually and summed.   

1. It is known that each job J will eventually be served, by an always busy server or 
otherwise, and therefore J incurs an expected cost of Busy Busy1,/ =n .  

2. If it is known that J is served by an always busy server then it is trivially known 
that it is not the first job to be processed after a server completes its setup process. 
Therefore it can be said that J  incurs no cost from this contributing factor.  

3. The third contributing factor takes a little more care but can be shown to almost 
surely incur no cost. Consider the two cases of J being served by an always busy 
server, where 1) J does not wait in the queue to be served, and 2) J waits some 
amount of time in queue before it is served. Starting with case 1), having an arriving 
job become immediately served by an always busy server implies that in the same 
instant a job completes its service at an always busy server. Otherwise, that server 
is not always busy. Therefore, J cannot be the job to initiate a setup due to the 
threshold nature of the policy alongside the total number of jobs not increasing by 
its arrival. So if J is served by an always busy server there is no contributed energy 
cost (from the factor in question). Now consider case 2), where J waits in queue 
before being served. Here J may start a finite number of setups (as allowed by 
Class B policies), which are canceled due to J being served before their setups can 
complete. The probability of this case occurring is zero because J queueing with a 
non-zero probability would contradict Theorem 1. Therefore, case 2) has a zero 
probability of occurring and therefore, J almost surely incurs no cost from this 
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contributing factor.  

4. Because n the special case of this factor is invoked, i.e. jobs that are served by 
always busy servers are responsible for the full cost of the always idle servers. From 
the definition of Class B  policies it is known that the number of always idle servers 
is less than 1, 1, 1,(1 / ) ,n n nC C  where 0 <1 . Therefore, costs from these idle 
servers are incurred at some rate less than 1, Idle(1 ) .nC  Moreover, from the proof 
of Theorem 1, it is known that as ,n  the probability of being served by an 
always busy server approaches 1. It then follows that the rate at which jobs are 
served by always busy servers approaches the arrival rate, 1, ,n  as .n  
Therefore, letting the expected contributing cost from these idle servers per job be 
denoted by ,[ ]J IE and from the definition of 1S  knowing that 1, 1,= /n nC  :  

 1, 1,Idle,
1, Idle Idle (1 )

1, 1, 1,
.

(1 ) 1[ ]= = (1 ) = (1 ) = 0lim lim limn nJ I
n n n nn n n

C C
E

C C

 




   

   


   

Therefore, the only contributing factor to 1,[ ]J
nE given that J has been served by an 

always busy server is the cost of processing it, which implies  

 Busy1,[ | is served by an always busy server]=lim J
nn

E J


. 

Lemma 3. In an energy-aware queueing system employing a Class B policy, if a job J is 
not served by an always busy server then [ ]JE is finite.  

Proof. Similar to the proof of Lemma 2, this proof iterates through the contributing factors 
of Definition 4 to show that the expectation of each factor is finite, and therefore the 
expectation of their sum is finite, i.e. [ ]JE  is finite.   

1. As before, it is known that each job J will eventually be served, by an always busy 
server or otherwise, and therefore J incurs an expected cost of Busy Busy1,/ =n .  

2. If it is known that a job J has been served by a server s which regularly completes 
its setup process, i.e. as Setup0< [ ( , )]<1limt X s t , two cases must be considered due 
to Definition 3. The first and simpler case is that J is not the first job to be served 
by s after s completes a setup process. Here no costs will be incurred. The second 
and more interesting case is that J is the first job to be served by s following a 
setup process. Here J is responsible for the setup costs incurred by s alongside the 
idling costs incurred by s until the next time it shuts off. It is known s regularly 
spends some portion of time in setup, and therefore will have a finite amount of time 
until it is no longer idle, incurring a finite idling cost. So all that remains is to show 
the setup cost associated with s is also finite. The total setup cost of s can be split 
into two components, the cost directly incurred from the setup process of s , as well 
as the setup costs of servers which cancel their setups due to s turning on. Clearly, 
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the setup cost directly due to the setup of s is finite, and moreover, due to the 
definition of Class B policies, the number of setups canceled due to s turning on is 
finite. Hence the cost of those canceled setups is finite as well. Therefore, the 
expected energy cost incurred from this contributing factor is finite.  

3. This is similar to the previous case of the server completing its setup process. A 
single job can only cause a finite number of servers to initiate their setups, and in 
turn, can only cause a finite number of servers to cancel their setups. Therefore, the 
cost associated with a job canceling setups by being processed beforehand is finite.  

4. Because there are always busy servers present in the system, from the definition of
JE it is trivially known that zero costs are incurred by this factor.  

All of the contributing terms of [ ]JE are finite, therefore [ ]JE is also finite.  

With the proof of the Lemmas complete, it is relatively straightforward to prove 
Theorem 2. 

Proof. To prove the theorem, it is equivalent to show Busy1,[ ]/ =limn nnE  under the 
assumption that the systems of 1S are employing Class B policies. From the definition of 

[ ],JE  it is known [ ]= [ ].JE E  Therefore,  

1, 1,[ ]/ = [ ]lim lim J
nn nn n

E E
 

. 

Furthermore, using the notation introduced in the proof of Theorem 1 it is also known that  

1, 1, 1,1,
[ ]= [ | is served from ]lim limJ J

n A n nnn n
E P E J A

 
 

 1, 1,1,
[ | is served from ]J

I n nn
P E J I . 

Leveraging past equalities allows one to simplify the above equation. From Lemma 2 it is 
known  

    Busy1, 1,[ | is served from ]=lim J
n nn

E J A


. 

From Lemma 3, 1, 1,[ | is served from ]J
n nE J I is finite, i.e. for some > 0nL   

 1, 1,[ | is served from ]=lim J
nn nn

E J I L


. 

From the proof of Theorem 1, it is known  

1,1,
=1 and = 0lim lim IA nnn n

P P
 

. 

Therefore,  

Busy1,[ ]=lim J
n

n
E


.                            (10) 
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It is worth noting that BusyE is a lower bound for 1,[ ]J
nE since for the system to be stable 

the job must be processed. In other words, as ,n 1,[ ]J
nE approaches its minimum value. 

Returning to (9),  

1, 1,[ ]= [ ]lim lim J
n nn n

E E
 

. 

It then follows from (10) that  

Busy1,[ ]=lim nn
E


. 

Moreover, in system 1,iS , Busy is a trivial lower bound for the expected energy cost, 
implying that as ,n 1,[ ]nE is minimized. That is, the policy which 1,nS is employing, 
a Class B policy, minimizes the expected energy cost as .n   

5. Conclusions 
This work examined an established multiserver queueing model, where each server can 

be turned on, which takes nonzero time, to improve performance, or turned off instantly to 
save on costs. How these servers are turned on and off define a policy, and this policy is 
evaluated under a cost function which takes performance and energy costs into account. A 
problem which arises is which policy should be employed for a given cost function, and 
furthermore, whether this policy will be robust enough to be a reasonable choice when 
evaluated under other cost functions. While the problem seems to be complex due to the 
lack of structure for the policies and cost functions, as the number of servers C with a 
fixed system load = / ( )C   , a large set of policies become equivalent, i.e. Class B 
policies. Therefore, under this asymptotic regime the choice of which Class B policy to 
employ is irrelevant. Furthermore, not only are these policies equivalent but they also 
simultaneously minimize [ ]R and [ ]E . It then follows that all Class B policies will be 
optimal under all well-formed cost functions. 

This work then numerically evaluated the staggered threshold policy to inspect how 
quickly these asymptotic behaviours are seen. These numerical results suggested that a 
finer-grained differentiation of Class B policies can be given such that the resulting subsets 
exhibit faster or slower convergence rates. In general, the rate of convergence to the 
asymptotic regime can be extremely slow. We have suggested that through careful choice 
of parameters the convergence can be significantly sped up. Specifically, it was determined 
that if a static provisioning of C servers is enforced within the policy, then as C increases 
the metrics approach their corresponding minimum values more quickly than if no static 
provisioning were present. 

Looking forward to the future of this work, an issue to address is how well these 
policies do under a time varying arrival rate. It is our intuition that if the arrival rate varied 
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on a relatively long time scale with respect to other system parameters such as the expected 
setup time, then the results given here may be reasonable to apply. However, questions 
remain which require a formal treatment. Can some of the asymptotic results be extended 
for a subset of Class B policies? If so, what new criteria must these policies adhere to? If 
not, what complication is the limiting factor in the analysis? While these questions are 
certainly deserving of attention, the results presented here regarding the optimality of all 
Class B policies under all well-formed cost functions allows one to confidently make 
overarching statements and conclusions across the problem domain.  
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